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CLASSIFICATION OF SIMPLE q2-SUPERMODULES
VOLODYMYR MAZORCHUK
Abstrat. We lassify all simple supermodules over the queer
Lie superalgebra q2 up to lassiation of equivalene lasses of
irreduible elements in a ertain Eulidean ring.
1. Introdution and desription of the results
The Lie algebra sl2(C) is the only omplex semisimple nite dimen-
sional Lie algebra for whih all simple (not neessarily nite dimen-
sional) modules are lassied (by Blok, see [Bl℄). This lassiation
was later extended to all generalized Weyl algebras by Bavula, see
[Ba1℄. The approah via generalized Weyl algebra further allowed to
obtain a lassiation of all supermodules over the Lie superalgebra
osp(1, 2), see [BO℄. All the above lassiations are given up to lassi-
ation of equivalene lasses of irreduible elements in a ertain Eu-
lidean ring (see [Ba1℄ or [Ma, Chapter 6℄ for details).
The queer Lie superalgebra q2 is another Lie superalgebra, whih is
losely related to the Lie algebra sl2(C). It would be more orret to
say that q2 is losely related to the Lie algebra gl2(C). Namely, the
superalgebra q2 an be regarded a a kind of a super-doubling of the
algebra gl2(C) in the sense that q2 is a diret sum of one even and one
odd opy of gl2(C). Although all queer Lie superalgebras qn are las-
sial, their properties are rather dierent from the properties of other
lassial Lie superalgebras. For example, the Cartan subsuperalgebra
of qn (in partiular, of q2) is not ommutative, whih makes the or-
responding theory of weight supermodules more ompliated, but also
more interesting. In omparison to Lie algebras, there are several types
of degenerations in the representation theory of Lie superalgebras, for
example there are atypial, typial and strongly typial types of super-
modules, whih are also subdivided into regular and singular subtypes.
All these degenerations make representation theory of Lie superalgebras
muh more ompliated, but again, more interesting. Various lasses of
representations of qn were studied in [Pe2, PS, BK, Br, Go, Fr, FM, Or℄.
As gl2(C) is a diret sum of sl2(C) and a one-dimensional entral
subalgebra, the lassiation of simple sl2(C)-modules extends to a
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lassiation of simple gl2(C)-modules in the natural way. This nat-
urally raises the question whether the lassiation of simple gl2(C)-
modules an be extended to a lassiation of simple q2-supermodules.
A strong evidene for a lose onnetion between simple (super)modules
over (any lassial) Lie superalgebra and its even Lie subalgebra was
obtained by Penkov in [Pe1℄. In the present paper we address this ques-
tion and prove the following main result, whih, in partiular, redues
the lassiation of all simple q2-supermodules to that of all simple
gl2-modules (see Setion 2 for the setup):
Theorem 1. (i) Every simple q2-supermodule has nite length as a
gl2-module.
(ii) For every primitive ideal I of U(q2) there is an expliitly given
primitive ideal I of U(gl2) and an expliitly given U(q2)-U(gl2)-
bimodule B suh that the funtor B ⊗U(gl2) − indues a bijetion
from the set of isomorphism lasses of simple gl2-modules annihi-
lated by I to the set of isomorphism lasses (up to parity hange)
of simple q2-supermodules annihilated by I.
(iii) For every strongly typial or atypial simple q2-supermodule N
we have N 6∼= ΠN , where Π denotes the parity hange funtor.
For every typial simple q2-supermodule N , whih is not strongly
typial, we have N ∼= ΠN .
The U(q2)-U(gl2)-bimodule B, whih appears in the formulation
of Theorem 1 is a Harish-Chandra U(q2)-U(gl2)-bimodule. Suh bi-
modules are our main tehnial tool and a substantial part of the pa-
per is devoted to developing the orresponding tehniques. This also
makes most of our arguments quite homologial. In addition to The-
orem 1 we also expliitly desribe the rough struture of all simple
q2-supermodules, onsidered as gl2-modules, in the sense of [KM, MS℄.
In the atypial and regular typial ases the rough struture oinides
with the atual gl2-module struture, whereas for singular typial su-
permodules the dierene between these two strutures is a poten-
tial diret sum of nitely many opies of one-dimensional gl2-modules,
whih we are not able to determine expliitly.
The struture of the paper is as follows: We ollet all neessary
preliminaries, in partiular on primitive ideals in U(q2) and on Harish-
Chandra bimodules, in Setion 2. In Setion 3 we prove Theorem 1
and desribe the rough struture of simple q2-supermodules. We also
outline an alternative approah to lassiation of simple weight su-
permodules via a loalized superalgebra. In Subsetions 3.103.12 we
extend Theorem 1 to superalgebras pq2, sq2 and psq2.
Aknowledgments: The work was partially supported by the Swedish
Researh Counil. The author thanks Ken Brown for useful disussions.
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2. The superalgebra q2 and q2-supermodules
2.1. The superalgebra q2. For all undened notions we refere the
reader to [Fr℄. Let Z, N and N0 denote the sets of all, positive and non-
negative integers, respetively. Let k be an unountable algebraially
losed eld of harateristi zero. Denote by i ∈ k a xed square root
of −1. Let g = gl2(k) denote the general linear Lie algebra of 2 × 2
matries over k. The queer Lie superalgebra q = q2 over k onsists of
all blok matries of the form
M(A,B) =
(
A B
B A
)
, A, B ∈ gl2.
The even and the odd spaes q0 and q1 onsist of the matries M(A, 0)
and M(0, B), respetively, and we have q = q0⊕ q1. For a homogeneous
element X ∈ q we denote by X ∈ Z/2Z the degree of X . Then the
Lie superbraket in q is given by [X, Y ] = XY − (−1)XY Y X , where
X, Y ∈ q are homogeneous.
For i, j ∈ {1, 2} let Eij ∈ gln denote the orresponding matrix unit.
Set
E = M(E12, 0), F = M(E21, 0), H1 = M(E11, 0), H2 = M(E22, 0);
E = M(0, E12), F = M(0, E21), H1 = M(0, E11), H2 = M(0, E22).
We have the Cartan subsuperalgebra h of q, whih is the linear span of
H1, H2, H1 and H2. The superalgebra h inherits from q the deompo-
sition h = h0⊕h1. Similarly we dene the subsuperalgebra n = n0⊕n1,
whih is generated by E (it spans n0) and E (it spans n1); and the sub-
superalgebra m = m0 ⊕m1, whih is generated by F (it spans m0) and
F (it spans m1). This leads to the standard triangular deomposition
q = m ⊕ h ⊕ n. The even Lie subalgebra q0, whih is the linear span
of E, F , H1 and H2, is identied with the Lie algebra g in the obvious
way.
Let U(q) and U(g) denote the universal enveloping (super)algebras
of q and g, respetively. Let Z(q) and Z(g) denote the enters of
the algebras U(q) and U(g), respetively. The PBW theorem for Lie
superalgebras (see [Ro℄) asserts that U(q) is free of nite rank over
U(g) both as a right and as a left module with the basis{
aε1bε2bε3dε4 : ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4 ∈ {0, 1}
}
,
where {a, b, c, d} = {E, F ,H1, H2}.
2.2. Supermodules. If a = a0⊕ a1 is a Lie superalgebra over k, then
an a supermodule is a k-vetor superspae V = V0 ⊕ V1 and a Lie
superalgebra homomorphism from a to the Lie superalgebra of all linear
operators on V .
A homomorphism ϕ : V → W of two a-supermodules V and W is a
homogeneous linear map of degree zero from V toW , whih intertwines
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the ations of a on V and W . We denote by a-sMod the ategory of
all a-supermodules with the above dened morphisms. We will use the
standard notation and denote morphisms in a-sMod by Homa.
The ategory a-sMod is abelian with usual kernels and okernels.
Simple objets in a-sMod are simple a-supermodules, that is a-super-
modules, whih do not have proper subsupermodules. An example of
a simple a-supermodule is the trivial supermodule k = k0, whih is
dened using the zero ation of a.
Let Π denote the endofuntor of a-sMod, whih hanges the parity.
For example, if k is the trivial a-supermodule from the previous para-
graph (whih is purely even), then Πk is purely odd. In partiular, k
and Πk are not isomorphi in a-sMod.
2.3. h-supermodules. Elements in h∗
0
are alled weights and are writ-
ten λ = (λ1, λ2) with respet to the basis (ε1, ε2) of h
∗
0
, whih is dual
to the basis (H1, H2) of h0. We set α = (1,−1) ∈ h∗0 (the positive root
of q).
For every z ∈ k we x some √z. For λ = (λ1, λ2) ∈ h∗0 we de-
ne the h-supermodule V(λ) as follows: The supermodule V(0) is the
trivial supermodule k. If λ 6= 0, then the supermodule V(λ) has a
one-dimensional even spae, spanned by v, and a one-dimensional odd
spae, spanned by v, suh that the ation of the elements H1, H2, H1,
H1 in the basis {v, v} is given by the following formulae:
H1(v) = λ1v; H2(v) = λ2v; H1(v) =
√
λ1v; H2(v) = −i
√
λ2v;
H1(v) = λ1v; H2(v) = λ2v; H1(v) =
√
λ1v; H2(v) = i
√
λ2v.
This is usually depited as follows:
v
H1=
√
λ1, H2=−i
√
λ2
++H1 = λ1
H2 = λ2
%%
v
H1=
√
λ1, H2=i
√
λ2
kk
H1 = λ1
H2 = λ2
yy
Lemma 2. (i) Every simple h-supermodule is isomorphi to either
V(λ) or ΠV(λ) for some λ ∈ h∗
0
.
(ii) For λ ∈ h∗
0
we have V(λ) ∼= ΠV(λ) if and only if λ1λ2 = 0 and
λ 6= 0.
Proof. This is well-known and follows diretly from the theory of Clif-
ford algebras. See for example [Go, Appendix A℄ or, alternatively, [Or℄
for full details and a diret omputational approah. 
2.4. q2-supermodules. A q-supermodule V is alled weight provided
that the ation of h0 on V is diagonalizable. This means that
V =
⊕
λ∈h∗
0
Vλ, where Vλ = {v ∈ V : H1(v) = λ1v, H2(v) = λ2v}.
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Eah Vλ is obviously an h-subsupermodule. If Vλ is nite dimensional,
then from Lemma 2 it follows that Vλ has a nite omposition series
with subquotients isomorphi to either V(λ) or ΠV(λ). The ategory
of all weight q-supermodules is obvious losed with respet to taking
any subquotients and diret sums.
For a simple h-supermodule V set nV = 0 and dene the Verma
q-supermodule M(V ) as follows:
M(V ) = U(q)
⊗
U(h⊕n)
V.
The supermoduleM(V ) is a weight supermodule, it has a unique simple
top, whih we will denote by L(V ). From the denitions it follows that
ΠM(V ) ∼= M(ΠV ) and ΠL(V ) ∼= L(ΠV ).
A weight λ is alled
• integral provided that λ1 − λ2 ∈ Z;
• strongly integral provided that λ1, λ2 ∈ Z;
• dominant provided that λ1 − λ2 ∈ N;
• regular provided that λ1 6= λ2;
• typial provided that λ1 + λ2 6= 0;
• strongly typial provided that it is typial and λ1, λ2 6= 0.
Lemma 3. The supermodules L(V(λ)) and ΠL(V(λ)), where λ ∈ h∗
0
is either zero or dominant, onstitute an exhaustive list of all simple
nite dimensional h-supermodules.
Proof. See, for example, [Pe2℄ or, alternatively, [Or℄ for full details. 
The inlusion g ⊂ q of superalgebras (here g is onsidered as a
purely even superalgebra) gives rise to the usual restrition funtor
Resq
g
: q-sMod→ g-sMod. We identify g-Mod with the full subategory
of g-sMod, onsisting of even supermodules. Hene we an ompose
Resq
g
with the projetion on g-Mod and get the restrition funtor Res :
a-sMod → g-Mod. We denote by Mg(λ) and Lg(λ) the Verma g-
module orresponding to λ and its unique simple quotient, respetively
(see for example [Ma, Chapter 3℄). Note that from the denitions
it follows diretly that Resq
g
M(V ) ∼= ResqgM(ΠV ) and Resqg L(V ) ∼=
Resq
g
L(ΠV ).
Lemma 4. For any simple h-supermodule V 6∼= k,Πk we have isomor-
phisms ResM(V ) ∼= ResM(ΠV ) and ResL(V ) ∼= ResL(ΠV ).
Proof. Assume that V is a weight λ 6= 0. We onsider the element
H1 +H1 ∈ U(q). This element ommutes with every element in U(g)
and squares toH1+H2. Hene for typial λmultipliation withH1+H1
denes a g-isomorphism between M(V )0 and M(V )1 (resp. L(V )0 and
L(V )1) in both diretion, and the laim follows.
For atypial λ 6= 0 from the denition of V (λ) it follows that multi-
pliation with H1 +H1 denes a g-isomorphism from either V (λ)0 to
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V (λ)1 or vie versa. Using the denition of the Verma supermodule
this isomorphism lifts to an isomorphism from M(V )0 to M(V )1 (or
vie versa, respetively) and then indues an isomorphism from L(V )0
to L(V )1 (or vie versa, respetively). Hene the laim follows in this
ase as well. 
Later on we will need the following expliit desription of the restri-
tions of the supermodules M(V ) and L(V ).
Lemma 5. (i) Let λ ∈ h∗
0
, λ 6= 0, and V ∈ {V(λ),ΠV(λ)}. Then we
have an isomorphism ResM(V ) ∼= X, where for the g-module X
there is a short exat sequene
0→Mg(λ)→ X →Mg(λ− α)→ 0.
(ii) We have ResM(k) ∼= Mg(0) and ResΠM(k) ∼= Mg(−α).
Proof. This follows from the denitions and the PBW theorem. 
Lemma 6. Let λ ∈ h∗
0
and V ∈ {V(λ),ΠV(λ)}.
(i) L(V(0)) ∼= k, L(ΠV(0)) ∼= Πk.
(ii) If λ 6= 0 is atypial, then ResL(V ) ∼= Lg(λ).
(iii) If λ 6= 0 is typial and λ1 − λ2 = 1, then ResL(V ) ∼= Lg(λ).
(iv) If λ 6= 0 is typial, dominant and λ1 − λ2 6= 1, then we have
ResL(V ) ∼= Lg(λ)⊕ Lg(λ− α).
(v) In all other ases we have L(V ) ∼= M(V ).
Proof. See, for example, [Pe2℄ or, alternatively, [Or℄ for full details. 
2.5. Indution and oindution. The restrition funtor Res de-
ned in the previous subsetion is obviously exat and hene admits
both a left and a right adjoint. As usual, the left adjoint of Res is the
indution funtor
Ind = U(q)⊗U(g) − : g-Mod→ a-sMod.
As usual, the right adjoint of Res is the oindution funtor, however,
by [Fr, Proposition 22℄, it is isomorphi to the indution funtor Ind.
In partiular, Ind is exat (whih also follows from the PBW theorem).
From the PBW theorem it follows that the omposition Res ◦ Ind is
isomorphi to the endofuntor
(∧
q1 ⊗k −
)
0
of g-Mod (here q1 is on-
sidered as a purely odd g-supermodule in the natural way).
2.6. Loalization of U(q). Consider the multipliative subset X =
{1, F, F 2, F 3, . . . } of U(q). The adjoint ation of F on U(q) is obvi-
ously loally nilpotent. Hene X is an Ore subset of U(q) (see [Mat,
Lemma 4.2℄) and we an denote by U ′ the Ore loalization of U(q) with
respet to X . Aording to [Mat, Lemma 4.3℄, there exists a unique
family θz, z ∈ k, of automorphisms of U ′, whih are polynomial in
z and satisfy the ondition θz(u) = F
zuF−z, u ∈ U ′, provided that
z ∈ Z. From the PBW theorem we have that F is not a zero divisor in
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U(q) and hene the anonial map U(q) → U ′ is injetive. For z ∈ k
denote by Θz the endofuntor of q-sMod dened for M ∈ q-sMod as
follows:
Θz(M) =
{
v ∈ U ′ ⊗U(q) M : Ek(v) = 0 for some k ∈ N
}
,
where the left ation of U(q) on U ′ is given by multipliation with θz(u),
u ∈ U(q). The funtor Θz is dened on morphisms in the natural way.
2.7. Primitive ideals. An important rough invariant of a simple q-
supermodule L is its annihilator AnnU(q)(L), whih is a graded prim-
itive ideal in U(q). Hene it is important to know all primitive ideals
in U(q). For λ ∈ h∗
0
we set
Iλ = AnnU(q)(L(V(λ))) = AnnU(q)(L(ΠV(λ))),
Jλ = AnnU(q)(L(V(λ))0) = AnnU(q)(L(ΠV(λ))1),
J ′λ = AnnU(q)(L(V(λ))1) = AnnU(q)(L(ΠV(λ))0).
By denition, Iλ is an ideal of U(q), while Jλ and J ′λ are U(q)-U(g)-
subbimodules of U(q). Obviously, we have Iλ ⊂ Jλ, Iλ ⊂ J ′λ, and
Iλ = Jλ ∩ J ′λ.
Lemma 7 ([Mu℄). The map λ 7→ Iλ is a surjetion from h∗0 onto the
set of graded primitive ideals of U(q).
We would need to know the bers of the map from Lemma 7. They
are given by the following:
Proposition 8. Let λ, µ ∈ h∗
0
. Then the equality Iλ = Iµ holds only
in the ase when λ = µ or in the following ases:
(a) λ1 + λ2 6= 0, λ is not integral and (µ1, µ2) = (λ2, λ1);
(b) λ1 + λ2 = 0, λ is not integral and (µ1, µ2) = (λ2 − 1, λ1 + 1).
Proof. The element H1+H2 ats on L(V(λ)) via the salar λ1+λ2 and
on L(V(µ)) via the salar µ1 + µ2. Therefore H1 +H2 − λ1 − λ2 ∈ Iλ
and H1 + H2 − µ1 − µ2 ∈ Iµ. Hene the equality Iλ = Iµ implies
λ1 + λ2 = µ1 + µ2.
Assume now that λ1 + λ2 = µ1 + µ2 6= 0. Consider the quadrati
Casimir element c = (H1 − H2 + 1)2 + 4FE. For ν ∈ h∗0 we have
(c − (ν1 − ν2 + 1)2)Lg(ν) = 0 (see e.g. [Ma, Chapter 3℄). Hene from
Lemmata 6 and 4 it follows that the ideal Iµ ontains the element
(c− (ν1 − ν2 + 1)2)(c− (ν1 − ν2 − 1)2). This means that the equality
Iλ = Iµ implies (µ1, µ2) = (λ2, λ1) provided that λ 6= µ.
Assume that (µ1, µ2) = (λ2, λ1), λ 6= µ, and both λ and µ are inte-
gral. Then without loss of generality we may assume that λ is dominant
and regular. In this ase U(q)/Iλ is nite dimensional while U(q)/Iµ
is not (by Lemma 3). Therefore the equality Iλ = Iµ implies that λ is
not integral.
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Assume now that λ1+λ2 = µ1+µ2 = 0. Then from Lemmata 6 and
4 it follows that c− (λ1 − λ2 + 1)2 and c− (µ1− µ2 + 1)2 belong to Iλ
and Iµ, respetively. Hene the equality Iλ = Iµ implies the equality
(µ1, µ2) = (λ2 − 1, λ1 + 1). Similarly to the previous paragraph one
also show that the equality Iλ = Iµ implies that λ is not integral. This
proves neessity of the onditions (a) and (b).
Let us now prove suieny of the ondition (b). Assume that the
weight λ ∈ h∗
0
is atypial and not integral. Set z = −2(λ1 − λ2) − 2
and (µ1, µ2) = (λ2 − 1, λ1 + 1). Consider the U(q)-supermodule M =
Θz(L(V(λ))). Then a diret alulation (see e.g. [Ma, Setion 3.5℄)
implies that ResM ∼= Lg(µ) and hene we have either M ∼= L(V(µ))
or M ∼= ΠL(V(µ)). In partiular, Iµ oinides with the annihilator of
the supermodule M .
Let N = U ′ ⊗U(q) L(V(λ)) be the usual indued U ′-supermodule.
Sine U ′ is an Ore loalization of U , we have AnnU ′N = U ′IλU ′ =: I.
As F ats injetively on L(V(λ)) (sine λ is not integral, see Lemma 6),
the supermodule N ontains L(V(λ)) as a subspae and hene is not
trivial. Thus I is a proper ideal of U ′, whih is obviously stable with
respet to all inner automorphisms of U ′ (i.e. θz(I) = F zIF−z ⊂ I for
all z ∈ Z).
Now let u ∈ I. The polynomiality of θz, z ∈ k, says that there exist
k ∈ N and a0, . . . , ak ∈ U ′ suh that for all z ∈ k
θz(u) =
k∑
i=0
ziai.
Set bj := θj(u), j = 0, 1, . . . , k. Then bj ∈ I by the previous paragraph.
Inverting the nondegenerate Vandermonde matrix we an express all
ai's as linear ombinations of bj 's showing that all ai ∈ I. But then
θz(u) ∈ I for all z ∈ k. Thus θz(I) ⊂ I for all z ∈ k. Hene if we twist
the U ′-ation on N by θz (as in the denition of the funtor Θz), the
ideal I will still annihilate the resulting U ′-supermodule. This yields
the inlusion Iλ ⊂ Iµ.
Beause of the symmetry of µ and λ we obtain Iλ = Iµ. This
proves suieny of the ondition (b). Suieny of the ondition (a)
is proved similarly. This ompletes the proof. 
For λ ∈ h∗
0
we denote by Irrλ the set of lasses of simple U(q)-
supermodules with annihilator Iλ up to isomorphism and parity hange.
We also denote by Iλ the annihilator (in U(g)) of the module L
g(λ) and
by Irr
g
λ the set of isomorphism lasses of simple U(g)-modules with an-
nihilator Iλ. We refer the reader to [Bl℄, [Ba1℄ or [Ma, Chapter 6℄ for
desriptions of Irr
g
λ.
2.8. Category O. Denote by O the full subategory of q-sMod on-
sisting of all nitely generated weight supermodules, the ation of E
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on whih is loally nilpotent. Denote also by O the orresponding at-
egory of g-modules. As U(q) is a nite extension of g it follows that
ResO ⊂ O. It then follows that Ind O ⊂ O. As every objet in O has
nite length (see [Ma, Chapter 5℄), every objet in O has nite length
as well.
For λ ∈ h∗
0
we denote by Oλ and Oλ the full subategories of O
and O, respetively, onsisting of all (super)modules M satisfying the
ondition that Mµ 6= 0, µ ∈ h∗0, implies (λ1 − λ2)− (µ1− µ2) ∈ Z. The
ategories O and O then deompose into a diret sum of Oλ's and Oλ's,
respetively.
2.9. Harish-Chandra bimodules. Let q-Mod-g denote the ategory
of all U(q)-U(g)-(super)bimodules. A U(q)-U(g)-bimodule is alled a
Harish-Chandra bimodule if it is nitely generated and deomposes into
a diret sum of simple nite dimensional g-modules (eah ourring
with nite multipliity) with respet to the adjoint ation of g. We
denote by H the full subategory of q-Mod-g onsisting of all Harish-
Chandra bimodules. As any Harish-Chandra U(q)-U(g)-bimodule is a
Harish-Chandra U(g)-U(g)-bimodule by restrition, it has nite length
(even as U(g)-U(g)-bimodule), see [BG, 5.7℄.
A typial way to produe Harish-Chandra bimodules is the following:
Let X be a g-module and Y be a q-supermodule. Then Homk(X, Y )
has a natural struture of a U(q)-U(g)-(super)bimodule. Denote by
L(X, Y ) the subspae of Homk(X, Y ), onsisting of all elements, the
adjoint ation of U(g) on whih is loally nite. As U(q) is a nite
extension of U(g), from [Ja, Kapitel 6℄ it follows that L(X, Y ) is in
fat a U(q)-U(g)-subbimodule of Homk(X, Y ). In partiular, L(X, Y )
is a U(g)-bimodule by restrition. Under some natural onditions (for
examples when both X and Y are simple (super)modules) one easily
veries that L(X, Y ) is a Harish-Chandra bimodule. For λ ∈ h∗
0
denote
by H1λ the full subategory of H, whih onsists of all bimodules B
satisfyingB(c−(λ1−λ2+1)2) = 0. Obviously,H1λ is an abelian ategory
with nite diret sums. We will need the following generalization of
[BG, Theorem 5.9℄:
Proposition 9. Let λ ∈ h∗
0
be suh that λ1 − λ2 6∈ {−2,−3,−4, . . . }.
Then the funtors
H1λ
F:=−⊗U(g)Mg(λ)
-- Oλ
G:=L(Mg(λ),−)
mm
are mutually inverse equivalenes of ategories.
Proof. From [Ja, 6.22℄ it follows that (F,G) is an adjoint pair of fun-
tors. As every objet in both H1λ and Oλ has nite length (see above)
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by standard arguments (see e.g. proof of [Ma, Theorem 3.7.3℄) it fol-
lows that it is enough to hek that both funtors F and G send simple
objets to simple objets.
Under our assumptions we have that Mg(λ) is projetive in O (see
[Ma, Chapter 5℄), in partiular, on the level of g modules the funtors
L(Mg(λ), −) and − ⊗U(g) Mg(λ) are mutually inverse equivalenes of
ategories by [BG, Theorem 5.9℄. This means, in partiular, that if
L ∈ Oλ is simple, then the harater of the supermodule FGL oinides
with the harater of L. From the natural transformation FG→ IdOλ
(given by adjuntion) we thus obtain that FGL ∼= L. Similarly one
shows that GF sends simple objets from H1λ to simple objets in Oλ.
It follows that both F and G send simple objets to simple objets,
whih implies the laim of the proposition. 
From Proposition 9 we immediately get:
Corollary 10. Let λ, µ ∈ h∗
0
be suh that µ1 − µ2 6∈ {−2,−3, . . . }
and B be a simple Harish-Chandra bimodule satisfying the onditions
IλB = B(c−(µ1−µ2+1)2) = 0. Then we have (λ1−λ2)−(µ1−µ2) ∈ Z
and B ∼= L(Mg(µ), L(V(λ))) or B ∼= L(Mg(µ), L(ΠV(λ))).
For λ ∈ h∗
0
dene
Lλ = L(Lg(λ), L(V(λ))), Mλ = L(Lg(λ− α), L(V(λ)))
and
L′λ =
{
L(Mg(λ), L(V(λ))), λ1 − λ2 6∈ {−2,−3,−4, . . . };
L(Mg(−λ− 2), L(V(λ))), otherwise.
The following lemma is one of our most important tehnial tools.
Lemma 11. Let λ ∈ h∗
0
.
(i) If λ1 − λ2 6∈ Z \ {−1}, then Lλ ∼= L′λ.
(ii) If λ1 − λ2 ∈ {−2,−3,−4, . . . }, then for any simple innite di-
mensional g-module X there is a short exat sequene
(1) 0→ Ker→ L′λ ⊗U(g) X → Lλ ⊗U(g) X → 0
of q-supermodules, where Ker is nite dimensional.
Proof. The statement (i) is trivial for in this ase we have an isomor-
phism Mg(λ) ∼= Lg(λ) (see [Ma, Chapter 3℄).
To prove (ii) we assume that λ1 − λ2 ∈ {−2,−3,−4, . . . }. Applying
the left exat funtor L(−,V(λ)) to the short exat sequene
(2) 0→ Lg(λ)→Mg(−λ− α)→ Lg(−λ− α)→ 0
we obtain the following exat sequene:
0→ L(Lg(−λ− α),V(λ))→ L′λ → Lλ.
The sole of the g-module ResV(λ) does not ontain nite dimensional
submodules beause of our hoie of λ and Lemma 6. As Lg(−λ− α)
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is nite dimensional, for every nite dimensional g-module V we thus
have
(3) Homg(L
g(−λ− α)⊗k V,ResV(λ)) = 0.
Hene L(Lg(−λ − α),V(λ)) = 0 by [Ja, 6.8℄. This equality implies
existene of a natural inlusion L′λ →֒ Lλ. Let us denote by B the
okernel of this inlusion.
Let µ ∈ h∗
0
be suh that Lg(µ) is nite dimensional. If µ1 + µ2 6= 0,
then the ation of the entral element H1 +H2 on the modules L
g(λ)
and Mg(−λ − α) on one side and the module V ⊗k ResV(λ) on the
other side do not agree and hene suh V ours as a diret summand
(with respet to the adjoint ation of g) in neither L′λ nor Lλ.
If µ1 + µ2 = 0 and µ1 − µ2 = m ∈ N0 is big enough, then the
module Lg(µ) ⊗k Lg(−λ − α) deomposes into a diret sum of Lg(ν),
where ν ∈ {−λ − α + µ,−λ − 2α + µ, . . . , µ + λ + α} (see e.g. [Ma,
Setion 1.4℄). For all µ big enough the entral haraters of all these
Lg(ν) are dierent from the entral haraters of all simple subquotients
in ResV(λ). Hene from [Ja, 6.8℄ it follows that Lg(µ) ours with the
same multipliity in L′λ and Lλ with respet to the adjoint ation. This
implies that the bimodule B is nite dimensional.
Now we laim that
(4) B ⊗U(g) X = 0.
Assume that this is not the ase. Sine X is simple and B is nite
dimensional, the module B ⊗U(g) X is holonomi and hene has nite
length. Let N be some simple quotient of B⊗U(g)X . Then, by adjun-
tion, we have
0 6= Homq(B ⊗U(g) X,N) = Homg(X,Homq(B,N)).
If N is nite dimensional, then Homq(B,N) is nite dimensional and
thus Homg(X,Homq(B,N)) = 0, a ontradition. If N is innite di-
mensional, then Homq(B,N) = 0 as B is nite dimensional, whih is
again a ontradition.
Applying −⊗U(g)X to the following short exat sequene of bimodules
0→ L′λ → Lλ → B → 0
and using (4) and the right exatness of the tensor produt we obtain
an exat sequene
Tor
U(g)
1 (B,X)→ L′λ ⊗U(g) X → Lλ ⊗U(g) X → 0.
Now we just reall that U(g) has nite global dimension. So we an
take a minimal nite free resolution of X (where eah omponent will
be nitely generated as U(g) is noetherian), tensor it with our nite
dimensional bimodule B and obtain a nite omplex of nite dimen-
sional vetor spaes. All torsion groups from B to X are homologies
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of this omplex, hene nite dimensional. The laim (ii) follows, whih
ompletes the proof of the proposition. 
3. Classifiation of simple q2-supermodules
In this setion we prove Theorem 1 and some related results. All
this is divided into separate steps, organized as subsetions.
3.1. All simple q-supermodules are subsupermodules of some
indued supermodules. We start with the following observation:
Proposition 12. Let N be a simple q-supermodule. Then there exists
a simple g-module L suh that either N or ΠN is a subsupermodule of
the supermodule IndL.
Proof. The supermodule N is simple, in partiular, it is nitely gener-
ated. As U(q) is a nite extension of U(g), it follows that the g-module
Resq
g
N is nitely generated as well. Let {v1, . . . , vk} be some minimal
generating system of Resq
g
N and
M = Resq
g
N/(U(g){v2, . . . , vk}).
then the moduleM is non-zero beause of the minimality of the system
{v1, . . . , vk}. Moreover, M is generated by one element v (the image of
v1 inM). Let I = {u ∈ U(g) : u(v) = 0}. Then I is a left ideal of U(g)
dierent from U(g) andM ∼= U(g)/I. Let J be some maximal left ideal
of U(g), ontaining I (suh J exists by Zorn's lemma). Consider the
module L =M/JM , whih is a simple quotient of M by onstrution.
Changing, if neessary, the parity of N , we may assume that L is even.
As M is a quotient of Resq
g
N , we obtain that L is a simple quotient
of either ResN or ResΠN . We onsider the rst ase and the seond
one is dealt with by similar arguments.
Using the adjuntion between Res and Ind (see Subsetion 2.5) we
have
0 6= Homg(ResN,L) = Homq(N, IndL).
The laim of the proposition follows. 
3.2. Finite length of the restrition. Now we are ready to prove
the rst part of Theorem 1:
Proposition 13. Let N be a simple q-supermodule. Then the g-module
Resq
g
N has nite length.
Proof. By Proposition 12, there exists a simple g-module L suh that
either N or ΠN is a subsupermodule of the supermodule IndL. Chang-
ing, if neessary, the parity of N we may assume that N is a subsu-
permodule of IndL. Hene Resq
g
N is a submodule of the g-module
Resq
g
◦ IndL. The latter is isomorphi to the g-module ∧ q1 ⊗k L, see
Subsetion 2.5.
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From the lassiation of all simple g-modules (see [Bl, Ba1℄ or [Ma,
Chapter 6℄) we obtain that the module L is holonomi in the sense
of [Ba3℄. As tensoring with the nite dimensional module
∧
q1 annot
inrease the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of the module L, it follows that
the module
∧
q1 ⊗k L is holonomi as well. Hene it has nite length,
see [Ba3, Setion 3℄. This implies that the submodule Resq
g
N has nite
length as well. The proof is omplete. 
3.3. Finite-dimensional supermodules. From Lemma 7 and Propo-
sition 8 we have a omplete desription of all dierent primitive ideals
in U(q). We approah our lassiation via a ase-by-ase analysis and
start with the easiest ase of nite dimensional supermodules.
Lemma 14. Let λ ∈ h∗
0
be either zero or dominant. Then L(V(λ)) is
a unique (up to isomorphism and parity hange) simple supermodule
with annihilator Iλ.
Proof. From Lemma 3 it follows that under our assumptions we have
dimU(q)/Iλ <∞. Therefore any simple supermodule L with annihila-
tor Iλ must be nite dimensional. Now the laim follows from Lemma 3
and Proposition 8. 
3.4. Atypial supermodules. Surprisingly enough the seond easi-
est ase is that of atypial supermodules. This is due to the easiest
possible struture of atypial simple highest weight supermodules (see
Lemma 6). Note that the ase of all (in partiular, atypial) nite
dimensional supermodules has already been taken are of in Subse-
tion 3.3. In the present subsetion we onsider the ase of atypial
innite dimensional supermodules and lassify suh supermodules via
ertain simple U(g)-modules. We also expliitly desribe the restri-
tion of eah simple innite dimensional atypial U(q)-supermodule to
U(g).
Proposition 15. Let t ∈ k \ 1
2
N0 and λ = (t,−t).
(i) The following orrespondene is a bijetion between Irr
g
λ and Irrλ:
Irr
g
λ ↔ Irrλ
L 7→ Lλ ⊗U(g) L
(ii) For any L ∈ Irrgλ the module Resqg Lλ ⊗U(g) L is semi-simple and
we have Resq
g
Lλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ L and ResLλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L.
Proof. We start with the statement (ii). We observe that Lg(λ) =
Mg(λ) beause of our restritions on λ (see e.g. [Ma, Chapter 3℄).
Consider Lλ as a U(g)-bimodule. We have
(5)
Lλ := L(Lg(λ), L(V(λ)))
(by Lemmata 6 and 4)
∼= L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ)⊕ Lg(λ))
(by [Ja, 6.8℄)
∼= L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ))⊕ L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ))
(by [Ja, 7.25℄)
∼= U(g)/Iλ ⊕ U(g)/Iλ.
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As for any L ∈ Irrgλ we have IλL = 0, we dedue that
Resq
g
Lλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= (U(g)/Iλ ⊕ U(g)/Iλ)⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ L,
proving (ii).
To prove (i) we rst take some L ∈ Irrgλ and onsider the super-
module N = Lλ ⊗U(g) L. Then from the denition of Lλ we obtain
IλN = 0. If N is not simple, then from (ii) it follows that either N0 or
N1 is a simple submodule of N . Assume that N0 is a submodule (for
N1 the arguments are similar). Then U(q)N0 ⊂ N0, whih implies that
N0 is annihilated by U(q)1.
If µ ∈ h∗
0
is nonzero, then from Subsetion 2.3 it follows that at least
one of the elements H1 or H2 does not annihilate L(V(λ)). There-
fore I0 is the only primitive ideal of U(q), whih ontains U(q)1. From
Lemma 14 it thus follows thatN0 must be the trivialU(q)-supermodule,
whih is impossible as λ 6= 0. This ontradition shows that the super-
module N is simple and hene N ∈ Irrλ. In partiular, the orrespon-
dene from (i) is well-dened. From (ii) it follows immediately that it
is even injetive.
So, to omplete the proof we have to show that every N ∈ Irrλ has
the form Lλ ⊗U(g) L for some L ∈ Irrgλ. By Proposition 13, the U(g)-
module ResN has nite length. Let L be a simple submodule of this
module ResN .
We have IλL = 0. From Lemma 6 and [Ma, Chapter 3℄ it follows
that c− (λ1 − λ2 + 1)2 ∈ Iλ and thus c− (λ1− λ2 + 1)2 annihilates L,
whih yields that IλL = 0.
Now we laim that L annot be nite dimensional. Indeed, if L
would be nite dimensional, using the adjuntion between Ind and Res
we would have
0 6= Homg(L,ResN) = Homq(IndL,N).
The supermodule IndL, whih is isomorphi to the module
∧
q1 ⊗k L
as g-module, would thus be nite dimensional, whih would imply that
N is nite dimensional as well. This ontradits Lemma 14 and thus
L is innite dimensional. This implies L ∈ Irrgλ (see [Ma, Chapter 3℄).
Consider the bimodule L(L,N), whih is a Harish-Chandra bimodule
by [Ja, 6.8℄ and [BG, 5.7℄. The inlusion L →֒ N is a g-homomorphism
and hene is annihilated by the adjoint ation of g. Hene this inlusion
is a nontrivial element of L(L,N), whih shows that L(L,N) 6= 0.
From the above and IλN = 0 we have IλL(L,N) = L(L,N)Iλ = 0.
As L(L,N) has nite length, it thus must ontain some simple Harish-
Chandra subbimodule B suh that IλB = BIλ = 0. Changing, if
neessary, the parity of N and using Corollary 10 we get that B ∼= L′λ.
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This implies the following:
0 6= HomU(q)-U(g)(L′λ,L(L,N))
(by denition of L(L,N)) ⊂ HomU(q)-U(g)(L′λ,Homk(L,N))
(by adjuntion)
∼= Homq(L′λ ⊗U(g) L,N).
At the same time, applying Homq(−, N) to the short exat sequene
(1) we obtain the exat sequene
0→ Homq(Lλ ⊗U(g) L,N)→ Homq(L′λ ⊗U(g) L,N)→ Homq(Ker, N).
As Ker is nite dimensional, while N is simple innite dimensional, we
get Homq(Ker, N) = 0 and hene
Homq(Lλ ⊗U(g) L,N) ∼= Homq(L′λ ⊗U(g) L,N) 6= 0.
As we already know that the supermodule Lλ⊗U(g)L is simple (see the
rst part of the proof above), we onlude that Lλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= N using
Shur's lemma. This ompletes the proof of the laim (i) and of the
whole proposition. 
After Proposition 15 it is natural to ask whether the bimodule Lλ
an be desribed expliitly. We will atually need this desription later
on. This is done in the following:
Lemma 16. Let λ be as in Proposition 15. The U(q)-U(g)-bimodule
Lλ is isomorphi (as a bimodule) either to the U(q)-U(g)-bimodule
U(q)/Jλ or to the U(q)-U(g)-bimodule U(q)/J ′λ (in whih the right
U(g)-struture is naturally given by the right multipliation).
Proof. We have either
√
t− i√−t 6= 0 or √t+ i√−t 6= 0 (for otherwise
t = 0, whih ontradits our hoie of λ). We onsider the rst ase√
t− i√−t 6= 0.
By Lemma 6 there exists a g-monomorphism ϕ : Lg(λ)→ L(V(λ))0.
As ϕ ommutes with all elements from g, the adjoint ation of g on
ϕ is zero and hene ϕ ∈ Lλ. Observe that the H1 + H2 ommutes
with all elements from g. As
√
t − i√−t 6= 0, from Subsetion 2.3 it
follows that multipliation with the element H1+H2 denes a nonzero
homomorphism from L(V(λ))0 to L(V(λ))1. From Lemma 6 we even
get that this homomorphism is an isomorphism. We have
Lλ ⊃ U(q)ϕ
(using grading) ⊃ U(g)ϕ⊕ U(g)(H1 +H2)ϕ
(by above) = U(g)ϕ⊕ (H1 +H2)U(g)ϕ
(by [Ja, 7.25℄)
∼= L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ))⊕L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ))
(by Lemma 6)
∼= Lλ.
Hene U(q)ϕ ∼= U(q)/Jλ · ϕ ∼= Lλ (note that Jλϕ = 0 by denition of
Jλ). Thus we obtain that the map
U(q)/Jλ → Lλ
u+ Jλ 7→ u · ϕ
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is bijetive. Sine ϕ is a g-homomorphism, this map is a homomorphism
of U(q)-U(g)-bimodules.
The ase
√
t+ i
√−t 6= 0 redues to the ase √t− i√−t 6= 0 hanging
parity (by Subsetion 2.3) and hene leads to the appearane of the
ideal J ′λ instead of Jλ. This ompletes the proof. 
Lemma 17. Let λ be as in Proposition 15.
(i) If
√
t− i√−t 6= 0, then the ideal Jλ is generated (as a U(q)-U(g)-
bimodule) by Iλ and the element H1 −H2.
(ii) If
√
t+ i
√−t 6= 0, then the ideal J ′λ is generated (as a U(q)-U(g)-
bimodule) by Iλ and the element H1 −H2.
Proof. The statement (ii) redues to (i) by parity hange, so we prove
the statement (i). First let us show that H1 −H2 belongs to Jλ.
If
√
t − i√−t 6= 0, then H1 + H2 indues an isomorphism from
L(V(λ))0 to L(V(λ))1 (see proof of Lemma 16). From Subsetion 2.3
it then follows that (H1 −H2)L(V(λ))0 = 0 and hene H1 −H2 ∈ Jλ.
Let J denote the U(q)-U(g)-subbimodule of Jλ, generated by Iλ and
the element H1 −H2.
Applying to H1 − H2 the adjoint ation of g we obtain F,E ∈ J .
Multiplying these with elements from U(q) from the left we get that J
also ontains the following elements:
H1H2FE, H2FE, H1FE, H1H2E, H1H2F ,
H1E, H2E, FE, H1F, H2F, H1 −H1H2.
Now from the PBW theorem it follows that the quotient U(q)/J , as
a right U(g)-module, is a quotient of U(g)/Iλ + (H1 + H2)U(g)/Iλ.
From Lemma 16 it thus follows that J = Jλ. 
3.5. Typial regular nonintegral supermodules. Now we move to
the easiest typial ase, that is the ase of typial regular nonintegral
λ. In this ase all Verma supermodules are irreduible and this sub-
stantially simplies arguments. For generi supermodules a stronger
result an be dedued from [Pe1℄.
Set λ′ = λ − α. Let for the moment V denote the 3-dimensional
simple g-module with the trivial ation of H1 + H2. Let Cλ and Cλ′
denote the full subategories of g-Mod, onsisting of all modules, the
ation of the elements c − (λ1 − λ2 + 1)2 and c − (λ1 − λ2 − 1)2,
respetively, on whih is loally nite. Reall (see e.g. [BG, 4.1℄) that
the translation funtor
Tλ
′
λ = projC
λ′
◦ V ⊗k − : Cλ → Cλ′
is an equivalene of ategories (here it is important that λ is not inte-
gral). In partiular, it sends simple modules to simple modules. We
also denote by Tλλ′ the translation funtor from Cλ′ to Cλ (whih is the
inverse of Tλ
′
λ ).
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Proposition 18. Assume that λ is typial, regular and nonintegral.
(i) The following orrespondene is a bijetion between Irr
g
λ and Irrλ:
Irr
g
λ ↔ Irrλ
L 7→ Lλ ⊗U(g) L
(ii) For every simple L ∈ Irrgλ the module Resqg Lλ ⊗U(g) L is semi-
simple and we have
Resq
g
Lλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ Tλ′λ L⊕ L⊕ Tλ
′
λ L,
where Tλ
′
λ L is a simple module. Moreover, we also have the iso-
morphism ResLλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ Tλ′λ L.
Proof. We again prove the laim (ii) rst. From Lemmata 6 and 4 we
obtain that, after restrition of the left ation to U(g), the U(g)-U(g)-
bimodule Lλ deomposes as follows:
(6) Lλ ∼= L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ))⊕ L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ))⊕
⊕L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′))⊕ L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′)).
The rst two diret summands (one even and one odd) are isomorphi
to U(g)/Iλ and result into the diret summand L⊕L of Resqg Lλ⊗U(g)L
(the even one also gives the diret summand L of ResL) similarly to
the proof of Proposition 15(ii).
As both Lg(λ) and Lg(λ′) are projetive in O beause of our hoie
of λ, from [BG, 3.3℄ we derive that the funtor L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′))⊗U(g) −
is a projetive funtor isomorphi to Tλ
′
λ . The laim (ii) follows.
Now let us prove that for any L ∈ Irrgλ the U(q)-supermodule
Lλ⊗U(g)L is simple. As was already mentioned in the proof of Proposi-
tion 15, the element H1+H2 ommutes with all element from U(g). As
(H1+H2)
2 = H1+H2 and our λ is now typial, we dedue that for any
simple U(q)-supermodule N ∈ Irrλ the multipliation with H1 + H2
gives an isomorphism from the U(g)-module N0 to the U(g)-module
N1 and bak.
Assume that Lλ ⊗U(g) L is not simple and N is a proper subsuper-
module of Lλ ⊗U(g) L. Then from the above we have ResqgN = L ⊕ L
or Resq
g
N = Tλ
′
λ L⊕ Tλ
′
λ L. In the ase Res
q
g
N = L⊕ L we obtain that
N is annihilated by c− (λ1−λ2+1)2 as L ∈ Irrgλ. This is however not
possible as c− (λ1−λ2 +1)2 does not annihilate L(V(λ)) by Lemma 6
and hene c− (λ1 − λ2 + 1)2 6∈ Iλ. In the ase ResqgN = Tλ′λ L⊕ Tλ
′
λ L
we obtain a similar ontradition using the element c− (λ1− λ2− 1)2.
This proves that Lλ⊗U(g) − gives a well-dened and injetive map from
Irr
g
λ to Irrλ.
The rest is similar to the proof of Proposition 15(i). For any N ∈ Irrλ
we x some simple g-submodule L of ResN and onsider L(L,N).
Changing, if neessary, the parity of N and using Corollary 10 we
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get L(L,N) ∼= Lλ and, nally, Lλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= N . This ompletes the
proof. 
3.6. Typial regular integral supermodules. This ase splits in
two subases with dierent formulations of the main result. In the rst
subase we have the same result as in the previous subsetion, but a
rather dierent argument.
Proposition 19. Assume that λ is typial, regular, integral and that
λ1 − λ2 6= −1.
(i) The following orrespondene is a bijetion between Irr
g
λ and Irrλ:
Irr
g
λ ↔ Irrλ
L 7→ Lλ ⊗U(g) L
(ii) For every simple L ∈ Irrgλ the module Resqg Lλ ⊗U(g) L is semi-
simple and we have
Resq
g
Lλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ Tλ′λ L⊕ L⊕ Tλ
′
λ L,
where Tλ
′
λ L is a simple module. Moreover, we also have the iso-
morphism ResLλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ Tλ′λ L.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 18(ii) we have the deom-
position (6), where the rst two diret summands are isomorphi to
U(g)/Iλ and result into the diret summand L⊕ L of ResLλ ⊗U(g) L.
Let us look at the summand L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′)). Under our assump-
tions on λ we have λ1−λ2 ∈ {−2,−3,−4, . . . }. Applying the left exat
bifuntor L(−, −) from the short exat sequene (2) to the short exat
sequene
(7) 0→ Lg(λ′)→Mg(−λ′ − α)→ Lg(−λ′ − α)→ 0
we obtain the following ommutative diagram with exat rows and
olumns:
L(Lg(−λ− α), Lg(λ′)) 

//
 _

L(Lg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α)) //
 _

L(Lg(−λ− α), Lg(−λ′ − α))
 _

L(Mg(−λ − α), Lg(λ′)) 

//

L(Mg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α)) //

L(Mg(−λ− α), Lg(−λ′ − α))

L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′)) 

// L(Lg(λ), Mg(−λ′ − α)) // L(Lg(λ), Lg(−λ′ − α))
As both Lg(−λ − α) and Lg(−λ′ − α) are nite dimensional while F
ats injetively on all other modules involved, we obtain
L(Lg(−λ− α), Lg(λ′)) = L(Lg(−λ− α),Mg(λ′)) = 0
By dual arguments we also have L(Lg(λ), Lg(−λ′−α)) = 0. Hene, us-
ing arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 11 we obtain the following
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ommutative diagram of U(g)-U(g)-bimodules:
L(Mg(−λ− α), Lg(λ′))   //
 _

L(Mg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α))
 _

L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′)) ∼ //

L(Lg(λ),Mg(−λ′ − α))
B
,
where B is nite dimensional. This implies that there exists a short
exat sequene of U(g)-U(g)-bimodules
0→ L(Mg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α))→ L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′))→ B′ → 0,
where B′ is nite dimensional. Tensoring the latter sequene with
L and using the right exatness of the tensor produt gives us the
following exat sequene:
L(Mg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α))⊗U(g) L→
→ L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′))⊗U(g) L→ B′ ⊗U(g) L→ 0.
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 11 one shows that B′ ⊗U(g) L = 0 as
B′ is nite dimensional while L is infnite-dimensional and simple. This
gives us a surjetion
(8) L(Mg(−λ−α),Mg(−λ′−α))⊗U(g)L։ L(Lg(λ), Lg(λ′))⊗U(g)L.
However, now both Mg(−λ− α) and Mg(−λ′ − α) are projetive in O
and hene from [BG, 3.3℄ we have that the funtor
L(Mg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α))⊗U(g) −
is a projetive funtor, isomorphi to Tλ
′
λ . It follows that the super-
module L(Mg(−λ− α),Mg(−λ′ − α))⊗U(g) L is simple and hene the
surjetion (8) is, in fat, an isomorphism. This omplets the proof of
(ii).
The proof of the laim (i) is now ompleted similarly to the proof of
Proposition 15(i) and Proposition 18(i). 
This seond subase requires a dierent formulation:
Proposition 20. Assume that λ is typial and λ1 − λ2 = −1.
(i) The following orrespondene is a bijetion between Irr
g
λ′ and Irrλ:
Irr
g
λ′ ↔ Irrλ
L 7→ Mλ ⊗U(g) L
(ii) For every simple L ∈ Irrgλ′ the module ResqgMλ ⊗U(g) L is semi-
simple and we have
Resq
g
Mλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ Tλλ′L⊕ L⊕ Tλλ′L,
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where Tλλ′L is a simple module. Moreover, we also have the iso-
morphism ResMλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= L⊕ Tλλ′L.
Proof. Under our assumptions we have Lg(λ) ∼= Mg(λ) and hene a
simplied version of the proof of Proposition 19(ii) gives the diret sum
deomposition from (ii). Under our assumption the weight λ lies on the
wall and hene the funtor Tλλ′ is a translation to the wall and thus sends
simple g-modules to simple g-modules (see [BeGi, Proposition 3.1℄).
This proves the laim (ii).
The proof of the laim (i) is similar to the proof of Proposition 15(i)
and Proposition 18(i). 
Remark 21. The fat that translation to the wall sends simple g-
modules to simple g-modules an be proved in a more elementary way
than [BeGi, Proposition 3.1℄ (where a muh more general result is es-
tablished). The module Tλλ′L is nonzero and has nite length and hene
there is a simple submodule L′ of it. By adjuntion of translations to
the wall and out of the wall we get
0 6= Homg(L′,Tλλ′L) = Homg(Tλ
′
λ L
′, L),
whih yields that L is a simple quotient of Tλ
′
λ L
′
. At the same time
Tλλ′T
λ′
λ
∼= Id⊕ Id by the lassiation of projetive funtors ([BG, 3.3℄).
From this and the exatness of Tλλ′ it follows that T
λ
λ′L
∼= L′.
3.7. Typial singular supermodules. Here we deal with the ase
when λ = (t, t), t ∈ k, t 6= 0. This turns out to be the most ompliated
ase, in whih we are able to get the least amount of information about
the orresponding simple q-supermodules. We let Tλ′ : Cλ′ → Cλ′
be the translation funtor through the wall, whih is isomorphi to
the indeomposable projetive funtor on O, whih sends the dominant
Verma module Mg(−λ′−α) to the indeomposable projetive over of
Lg(λ′), see [BG, 3.3℄.
Proposition 22. Assume that λ = (t, t), t ∈ k, t 6= 0.
(i) The following orrespondene is a bijetion between Irr
g
λ′ and Irrλ:
Irr
g
λ′ ↔ Irrλ
L 7→ Mλ ⊗U(g) L
(ii) For every simple L ∈ Irrgλ′ we have ResqgMλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= Y ⊕ Y ,
where Y is an indeomposable g-module with simple top isomor-
phi to L, simple sole isomorphi to L and suh that the homology
of the sequene L →֒ Y ։ L is nite dimensional (and is a diret
sum of several, possibly zero, opies of the trivial g-module). We
also have ResMλ ⊗U(g) L ∼= Y .
Proof. As usual, we start with the laim (ii). First we laim that the
g-modulesM(V(λ))0 andM(V(λ))1 are indeomposable. They are iso-
morphi via the ation of H1 +H2 as λ is typial. If X := M(V(λ))0
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would be deomposable, then X ∼= Mg(λ)⊕Mg(λ′) by Lemma 5, whih
would yield that E annihilates all elements of weight λ′ in M(V(λ)).
As E must annihilate at least two suh elements (sine we have four
linearly independent elements of weight λ′ and only two linearly inde-
pendent elements of weight λ in M(V(λ))), we would have a nonzero
highest weight vetor of weight λ′ in M(V(λ)), whih would ontradit
the fat that the supermodule M(V(λ)) is simple (see Lemma 6). This
shows that X is indeomposable and hene projetive in O by Lemma 5
and [Ma, Setion 5℄.
Applying L(−, X) to the short exat sequene (7) and using the same
arguments as in the proof of Lemma 11 we obtain an exat sequene
of U(q)-U(g)-bimodules
0→ L(Mg(−λ′ − α), X)→ L(Lg(λ′), X)→ B → 0,
where B is nite dimensional.
Let now L ∈ Irrgλ′. Similarly to the proof of (4) one shows that
B ⊗U(g) L = 0 and hene, tensoring the above sequene with L, we get
Ker→ L(Mg(−λ′ − α), X)⊗U(g) L→ L(Lg(λ′), X)⊗U(g) L→ 0.
Again by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 11 we get that
Ker is nite dimensional.
As both modulesMg(−λ′−α) and X are projetive in O, the funtor
L(Mg(−λ′ − α), X)⊗U(g) − is a projetive funtor by [BG, 3.3℄, more
preisely, the translation funtor Tλ′ through the wall. As Tλ′ is self-
adjoint and annihilates nite dimensional modules, the image of Tλ′
does not ontain any nontrivial nite dimensional submodules, whih
yields Ker = 0 and thus L(Lg(λ′), X)⊗U(g) L ∼= Tλ′L =: Y .
As L is simple, the standard properties of Tλ′ (see e.g. [GJ, 3.6℄) say
that Tλ′L has a simple sole isomorphi to L, a simple top isomorphi
to L, and that Tλ′ kills the homology of the omplex L →֒ Y ։ L,
whih means that this homology is nite dimensional. The laim (ii)
follows.
The proof of the laim (i) is similar to the proof of Proposition 15(i)
and Proposition 18(i). 
As we see, Proposition 22 does not desribe the struture of the
module ResN , N ∈ Irrλ for typial singular λ ompletely (in the sense
that the homology of the sequene from Proposition 22(ii) does heavily
depend on the hoie of the module L). The information about ResN ,
whih is obtained in Proposition 22, is known as the rough struture of
the module ResN , see [KM, MS℄ for details.
3.8. Parity hange. In this subsetion we prove the last part of our
main Theorem 1.
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Proposition 23. For every strongly typial or atypial simple q-super-
module N we have N 6∼= ΠN . For every typial simple q-supermodule
N , whih is not strongly typial, we have N ∼= ΠN .
Proof. The laim is trivial for the trivial supermodule N and the or-
responding ΠN . Let us assume rst that N is a nontrivial atypial
supermodule and onsider the ation of the element H1+H2 on N . As
we have seen in Subsetion 3.4, this ation denes a g-homomorphism
from N0 to N1, and a g-homomorphism from N0 to N1. One of these
homomorphisms is zero while the other one is an isomorphism. Chang-
ing the parity swaps these two maps and proves the laim in the ase
of atypial supermodules.
For strongly typial supermodules we an distinguish N and ΠN
via the ation of the antienter of U(q). By [Go, Setion 10℄, the
algebra U(q) ontains a unique up to salar element Tq ∈ U(q)0, whih
ommutes with all elements from U(q)0 and antiommutes with all
elements from U(q)1. In partiular, this elements ats as a salar, say τ ,
on the U(q)0-moduleN0 and thus as the salar −τ on the U(q)0-module
N1. If N is strongly typial then τ 6= 0 by [Go, Theorem 10.3℄, whih
yields that Tq ats with the eigenvalue −τ 6= τ on (ΠN)0, implying
N 6∼= ΠN .
Let now N be typial but not strongly typial with annihilator Iλ.
Then from Subsetion 3.4 we have that V(λ) ∼= ΠV(λ), whih yields
L(L,V(λ)) ∼= L(L,ΠV(λ)) ∼= ΠL(L,V(λ))
for any g-module L. From Lemma 14 and the proofs of Propositions 18,
19, 20 and 22 we have that N either has the form L(L,V(λ)) ⊗U(g) L
or ΠL(L,V(λ))⊗U(g) L for some simple g-module L. The laim of the
proposition follows. 
Now we are ready to prove our rst main theorem, namely Theo-
rem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The laim Theorem 1(i) is Proposition 13. The
laim Theorem 1(ii) follows from Lemma 14 and Propositions 15, 18,
19, 20 and 22. The laim Theorem 1(iii) is Proposition 23. 
3.9. Weight supermodules. Weight supermodules form a very spe-
ial and important lass of supermodules. It is easy to see that all
bijetions between simple q-supermodules and g-modules, desribed in
Lemma 14 and Propositions 15, 18, 19, 20 and 22, restrit to the or-
responding sublasses of weight (super)modules. For a lassiation
of simple weight g-module we refer the reader to [Ma, Chapter 3℄. In
this subsetion we present an alternative approah to the lassiation
of simple weight q-supermodules using the oherent families approah
from [Mat℄ (see [Ma, Setion 3.5℄ for the orresponding arguments in
the ase of g-modules). For some other Lie superalgebras analogous
approah an be found in [Gr℄.
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For z ∈ k denote by zU ′ the U(q)-U(q) bimodule U ′, where the right
ation of U(q) is given by the usual multipliation, while left ation of
U(q) is given by multipliation twisted by θz .
Proposition 24. Every simple weight q-supermodule is isomorphi to
one of the following supermodules:
(a) Simple nite dimensional supermodule.
(b) Simple innite dimensional highest weight supermodule.
() Simple innite dimensional lowest weight supermodule.
(d) A simple supermodule of the form Lz := zU ′⊗U(q)L for some z ∈ k,
where L is a simple innite dimensional highest weight supermod-
ule.
The supermodules desribed in Proposition 24(d) are alled dense
supermodules, see [Ma, Chapter 3℄.
Proof. Let N be a simple weight q-supermodule. Assume rst that
N ontains a nonzero vetor v of weight λ suh that E(v) = 0. If
we have E(v) = 0, then v is a highest weight vetor. Using the
universal property of Verma supermodules we get an epimorphism
from either M(V(λ)) or M(ΠV(λ)) to N and hene N ∼= L(V(λ))
or N ∼= L(ΠV(λ)). If E(v) = w 6= 0, we have E(w) = 0 as E2 = 0
and E(w) = EE(w) = EE(w) = 0. Hene w is a highest weight ve-
tor and as above we get that N is a highest weight supermodule (this
supermodule might be nite dimensional).
Similarly ifN ontains a nonzero weight vetor v suh that F (v) = 0,
we obtain that N is a lowest weight supermodule.
Assume, nally, that both E and F at injetively on N . As Resq
g
N
is a g-module of nite length, from [Ma, Chapter 3℄ we get that all
weight spaes of N are nite dimensional and hene both E and F at,
in fat, bijetively on N . Thus we an lift the U(q)-ation on N to a U ′-
ation and twist the later by θz for any z ∈ k. Denote the obtained U ′-
supermodule (and also its restrition to U(q)) by N z . By polynomiality
of θz we get that for some z ∈ k the supermoduleN z ontains a non-zero
weight element v, annihilated by E. By the same arguments as in the
rst paragraph of this proof, we get that N z ontains a highest weight
vetor, say w. Let X be the U(q)-subsupermodule of N z, generated
by w. As the ation of F on N z is injetive, the ation of F on X is
injetive as well. So, X annot be a nite dimensional supermodule.
Let Y be some simple subsupermodule in the sole of X . Then Y is a
simple innite dimensional highest weight supermodule (in partiular,
F ats injetively on Y as well).
By onstrution, the supermodule
−zU ′ ⊗U(q) Y is a nonzero sub-
supermodule of N and hene is isomorphi to N . The laim of the
proposition follows. 
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To obtain an irredundant omplete list of pairwise nonisomorphi
simple weight q-supermodules, one ould use the following lemma:
Lemma 25. Let L be a simple innite dimensional highest weight q-
supermodule.
(i) If z, z′ ∈ k, then the supermodules Lz and Lz′ are isomorphi if
and only if z − z′ ∈ Z.
(ii) There exists at most one oset t + Z ∈ k/Z suh that the super-
module Lz is not simple if and only if z ∈ Z or z ∈ t + Z.
Proof. If z, z′ ∈ k are suh that z − z′ 6∈ Z, then the supermodules
Lz and Lz
′
have dierrent weights and hene are not isomorphi. If
z − z′ ∈ Z, then to prove that Lz and Lz′ are isomorphi it is enough
to hek that L0 ∼= L1. In the latter ase it is easy to hek that the
map v 7→ F (v) from L0 to L1 is an isomorphism of q-supermodules.
This proves the laim (i).
To prove the laim (ii) we rst observe that if X is a proper sub-
supermodule of Lz, then F annot at bijetively on X . Indeed, if F
would at bijetively on X , then, omparing the haraters, we would
have that L ∩ −zU ′ ⊗U(q) X would be a proper subsupermodule of L,
whih is not possible as L is simple.
But if F does not at bijetively, then it ats only injetively on X .
In this ase the should exist a weight element v ∈ X , whih does not
belong to the image of F and is annihilated by E (see [Ma, Chapter 3℄).
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 24 one then obtains that either v
or E(v) is a highest weight vetor of X . However, the eigenvalue of c
is not aeted by θz and is given by a quadrati polynomial. Now the
laim (ii) follows from the laim (i). 
3.10. The superalgebra pq2. The superalgebra pq2 is dened as the
quotient of the superalgebra q modulo the ideal, generated by the en-
tral element H1 + H2. Hene simple pq2-supermodules are naturally
identied with simple atypial q-supermodules, and thus a lassia-
tion of all simple pq2-supermodules follows diretly from Subsetion 3.3
and 3.4.
3.11. The superalgebra sq2. The superalgebra sq := sq2 is denes as
a subsuperalgebra of q, generated by g and the elements E, F , H1−H2.
As sq is a subsuperalgebra of q, we have the natural restrition funtor
Resqsq : q-sMod→ sq2-sMod.
In this setion we lassify all simple sq-supermodules. The lassiation
is divided into two ase, rst we lassify simple typial sq-supermodules
and then we lassify simple atypial sq-supermodules.
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Proposition 26. The funtor Resqsq indues a bijetion between the
set of isomorphism lasses (up to parity hange) of simple typial q-
supermodules and the set of isomorphism lasses (up to parity hange)
of simple typial sq-supermodules.
To prove Proposition 26 we would need the following lemma:
Lemma 27. (i) Every simple sq-supermodule is a subsupermodule of
the supermodule, indued from a simple g-module.
(ii) Every simple sq-supermodule is of nite length, when onsidered
as a g-module.
(iii) Every simple sq-supermodule is a subsupermodule of the restri-
tion of some simple q-supermodule.
Proof. The laim (i) is proved analogously to Proposition 12. The laim
(ii) is proved analogously to Proposition 13. By the PBW theorem the
algebra U(q) is free of rank two both as a left and as a right U(sq)-
supermodule. Hene the indution funtor Indqsq : sq-sMod → q-sMod
is exat and for any simple sq-supermodule L we have
Resqsq ◦ IndqsqL ∼= L⊕ L.
In partiular, it follows that IndqsqL is of nite length as a g-module,
and hene also as a sq-supermodule.
Now let L be a simple sq-supermodule and N be some simple quo-
tient of IndqsqL. Using the adjuntion we have
0 6= Homq(IndqsqL,N) = Homsq(L,ResqsqN).
The laim (iii) follows. 
Proof of Proposition 26. Beause of Lemma 27(iii), to prove the laim
of Proposition 26 it is enough to show that the restrition of every
typial simple q-supermodule N to sq is a simple sq-supermodule.
Note that, sine we onsider now typial supermodules, we have that
the element H1 + H2 ∈ sq still indues an isomorphism between the
g-submodules X0 and X1 for any sq-supermodule X .
Let us rst observe that the restrition of every typial simple high-
est weight q-supermodule L(V(λ)) (ΠL(V(λ)) to sq is a simple sq-
supermodule. From the previous paragraph we have that the highest
weight weight spae remains a simple supermodule over the Cartan sub-
superalgebra after restrition. Hene if the supermodule ResqsqL(V(λ))
would be not simple, it would have to have a non-trivial new primitive
element, that is v 6= 0 suh that E(v) = E(v) = 0. However, the ation
of E and E remain unhanged during restrition and hene this is not
possible.
From [Mu℄ we thus obtain that typial primitive ideals of U(sq) are
annihilators of the typial supermodules ResqsqL(V(λ)). In fat, the
previous paragraph (and Lemma 27(iii)) now implies the lassiation
of all typial simple nite dimensional sq-supermodules (they are just
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restritions of the orresponding typial simple nite dimensional q-
supermodules).
Let nowN be some typial simple innite dimensional q-supermodule.
The restritionX := ResqsqN has nite length as a g-module, and hene
also as an sq-supermodule (sine g is a subalgebra of sq).
If we assume that 0 6= Y ( X is a proper sq-subsupermodule, then
it is also a g-submodule. From our expliit desription of the g-module
struture on N (see Propositions 18, 19, 20 and 22) we obtain that
in this ase the annihilator of Y ontains the element c − c for some
c ∈ k. However, from the rst part of the proof we know that the
element c− c does not annihilate the orresponding highest weight sq-
supermodule and thus annot belong to the orresponding primitive
ideal. The obtained ontradition shows that 0 6= Y ( X is not possible
and ompletes the proof. 
To lassify atypial simple sq-supermodules we onsider the Lie al-
gebra a := sl2 (the subalgebra of g) as a Lie subsuperalgebra of sq. In
this ase we have the natural restrition funtor
Ressq
a
: sq-sMod→ a-Mod.
Proposition 28. The funtor Ressq
a
indues a bijetion between the
set of isomorphism lasses of simple purely even a-(super)modules and
the set of isomorphism lasses (up to parity hange) of simple atypial
sq-supermodules.
Proof. Let N denote some simple atypial q-supermodule. Then from
Lemma 17 it follows that either N0 or N1 is an sq-subsupermodule
of ResqsqN . Call this subsupermodule X and we have U(sq)1X = 0,
whih means that X is just an a-module, trivially extended to an sq-
supermodule. It follows also that ResqsqN/X
∼= ΠX . This denes
a map from the set of isomorphism lasses (up to parity hange) of
simple atypial sq-supermodules to the set of isomorphism lasses of
simple a-modules (onsidered as simple purely even a-supermodules).
From Lemma 14 and Proposition 15 we have that for any simple a-
module L there exists a (unique) q-supermodule N , whose restrition
to a is isomorphi to L ⊕ L. Hene the above map is bijetive. The
laim of the proposition follows. 
Remark 29. The laim of Proposition 23 obviously extends to simple
sq-supermodules.
3.12. The superalgebra psq2. The superalgebra psq2 is dened as
the quotient of the superalgebra sq2 modulo the ideal, generated by
the entral element H1 + H2. Hene simple psq2-supermodules are
naturally identied with simple atypial sq2-supermodules and thus
a lassiation of all simple psq2-supermodules follows diretly from
Proposition 28.
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